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for each i E

¢-l (i) were
Remark
it was asked
the
finite for a certain
transitive directed
with finite in- or
The theorem shows that the answer to this ,-,".<><:1",.,-vn is 'no' when the inand out-valencies are finite but unequal.
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nnne suoaegrees.
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be a transitive pe:rrn'ut3LtlO n
n defined
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n

for (a, fl) E
for each a

has a natural action on

n x n and 9
The orbits of G
n n are called orbitals for
n and each orbital the
I (a,fl)

is an orbit for the stabilizer
!::.( Cl:') for some orbital 1::.. The
subdegree of G. To each orbital

and,

E

of a. Moreover each orbit of GOI in n is equal to
of 1::.( a) is independent of a and is called a
a paired orbital 1::.*, namely
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of G are fini te

which mayor may not be
following function

the

!Q \ {OJ

?j; : G

is well-defined. Let a E n. For E G let!::. := (a,
the pair
( 9 ). Then 1jJ(g) defined as

, the orbital of G containing

1jJ(g)
This function was first
to
Peter Neumann. Peter showed that 1jJ
Lelnma 1. Let G be a transitive VCi.iU'~"O'''''-'u. group on
of G are finite. Then the map tP defined
is a
multiplicative group of rational numbers.
Let g, h E G and let I::. := (a,
1
I::= (a,a 9h )G = (a h - ,a 9 )G. Set fl:=

Proof.

?j;(gh)

=~-:......:...

I r(fl) I . I G afJ : G aPI I
I . I GO/I: G OfJl I
1jJ(g)1jJ(h) I f*(a) ,. 'GafJ
I 1::.( a) I . I G Oil
11::.*( I)

=

=1jJ(g)1jJ(h).
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such that all subdegrees
from G into the

a.
!UIlct:!On defined

r

, for

Let

Then

the

n, either
o or 1, then by our ~~A~~LX"U
1,
'::'uppose then that the shortest such path has
and that ?jJ( h) is a power
there is an undirected path from a to
of
less than n.
The penultimate
an-I, in a path a = ao, ... ,an-I, an = 0 9 , is of the form
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an

,0:)
by

7j;(g)
IS

an

induction.
are III a
to prove our theorem. Let rand G be as in Proposition
Now
3 and suppose that u
v so that 7j;
infinite
(and hence of course
Let (3 be a
of
say (3 a' for some 9 E G.
if (3 o:h "for
r is
1
some other element h E G, the
1/;(g) and 1/;(h) are
(for a = a yh - and
so, by the definition of 1/;, 1/;(gh-l)
1, whence 1/;(g)
1/;(h). Now define map ¢
from the vertex set of r to

t=

where, if (3
then 1/;(g)
defined.
that
IS
"IjJ(g)
(u/v)i. Then (a,
) is

the remarks above this map is well
and that (3
I
o:h, and
and rr.nc""''''"'PT,th, 1/;(hg-l)
u/v,

1/;( hg- 1 )'IjJ(g) (u/v )3+ 1 so that ¢((3) i, 4>(1) i + 1. Thus ¢ is a
graph
from r onto the
directed
Z.
VVe shall show that the orbits of the kernel K of'IjJ are the inverse
¢-l(i)
for i E Z. It follows from the definition of ¢ that
(0).
inductively
that, for
¢-l( -i) are K-orbits. We shall
show that
(i)
let «(3,
be an
9
of r,
0: • Then, as
¢( I)
i + 1. If {'
Ik for some k E I{
then
and 1/;(gk) = 1/;(g)'IjJ(k)
1fJ(g)
(u/v)i+l whence ¢(J') = i + l.
Thus
¢-l(i + 1). On the other hand if I'
¢-l(i +
say I' = o:h then
7j;(g-lh)
'IjJ(g)-l7j;(h)
1 so
K and I'
ElK. Therefore
¢-l(i+ 1)
A similar
shows that ¢-l( -i -1) is also J{-orbit, and hence
by induction the J{ -orbits are the sets
Now suppose that 4>-l(i) is finite for some i E Z. Since the 4>-1(i) are orbits
of the normal subgroup K of G they all have the same cardinality, N say. Then,
counting the number of
from 4>-1(0) to 4>-1(1) we have Nu = Nv whence u = v
which is a contradiction. Henc~ the sets 4>-l(i) are infinite. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
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